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In this course you will learn ...

How to analyze and interpret high dimensional 
molecular profiles

How to use  R and Bioconductor to document your 
computational analysis



There are profiles of  …

RNA Transcripts (mRNA, miRNA, lncRNA, ...)
Proteins (total expression, phosphorylation, ubiquitination …)
Metabolites (intra cellular, secreted, …)
Epigenetics (DNA methylation, histone methylation, histone acetylation)
Transcription factor binding (ChIP)
DNA copy number variation
Immune cell infiltration
Microbiomes (16S rRNA, Metagenomes, …)

… and many more    



Profiles are lists of  quantified 
molecular features

RNA Transcripts (MYC, ACT, BCL6, ...)
Proteins (Myc, pAct, ...)
Metabolites (glucose, pyruvate, ...)
Epigenetics (CPG-island, genomic region)
Transcription factor binding (binding site)
DNA copy number variation (genomic region)
Immune cell infiltration (M1 macrophages, Th2 cells, ...)
Microbiomes (Clostridium sporogenes,  Methanosphaera stadtmanae, ...)    

Feature 1 9.342
Feature 2 6.766
Feature 3 0.001
…
Feature 21451 3.881



Profiles can be generated by 
different technologies

RNA Transcripts (microarray, nanoString, RNAseq)
Proteins (MassSpec, protein array )
Metabolites (NMR, MassSpec,...)
Epigenetics (ChIP-seq, bisulfate sequencing, ATAC-seq)
Transcription factor binding (ChIP)
DNA copy number variation (aCGH, NGS)
Immune cell infiltration (FACS, imaging, proteomics)
Microbiomes (arrays, 16S rRNA-seq)

… and many more    

How can all this be covered in one week?



We will use gene expression data from 
microarrays as an example



Microarrays meassure mRNA 
abundances in a tissue or a cell 
culture

DNA

RNA Transcripts



Purify mRNA and
transform it to
cDNA clones

Figure 8-43 Molecular Biology of the Cell (© Garland Science 2008)

You always start 
with same 
amount of  RNA

FLOURECENTLY  LABLE THE DNA



This gives us a complex probe of 
florecently labeled cDNA

How can we sort the 
different cDNA 
molecules?



Transcriptome wide oligonucleotide 
libraries glued to a chip catch the cDNA in 
a hybridization reaction



The microarray is a cDNA sorting 
device

Spot 1                    Spot2          Spot 3       ….

The probe catches 
the target

Heating up and cooling 
down



High expression high fluorescent 
intensity of the spot … low expression 
low fluorescent intensity of the spot

Spot 1                    Spot2          Spot 3       ….



Gene expression is read out as 
fluorescent intensities



Image Analysis

Let the Affymetrix software do it



The .cel file is loaded by R



You always use the same amount of RNA

Array A Array B

1 µg RNA 1 µg RNA

When comparing profile A vs B, what do you see if  50% of  
the genes go up 2 fold and all others stay the same?



We will observe both up and down 
“regulation”

Cells A
Array A

Cells B Array B

1 µg RNA 1 µg RNA

1.5 µg RNA



Analyzing gene expression 
with the eye



The Heat Map

Rows: Genes

Columns: Samples

Color: Expression

High

Low



The color encodes expression levels, 
but not globally …

… otherwise the heat 
map looks like this!

The largest expression 
differences are between 
genes and not within a 
gene across samples



Using ranks gene by 
gene

The highest value
of  a gene across 
samples is bright 
yellow, the lowest
is bright blue



The colors suggest 
…

… that these genes 
have two well 
separated expression 
levels

It is low for the left 
half  of  patients (right)
and high for the other 
half  (left) …



… well this is not the 
case



Two classes of 
samples

All genes 
differentially 
expressed



A continuum of 
samples

Two groups of 
genes



Nothing but 
noise



Deceiving the eye

It is all the same data … just sorted 
differently



Why using R?



Isn’t something like this easier?



Nightmare Part 1

You sit down to finish writing your manuscript. 
You realize that you need to clarify one result by
running an additional analysis. 
You first re-run the primary analysis. 
The reproduced primary results don’t match with 
what you have in your paper.
http://biostat.mc.vanderbilt.edu/wiki/pub/Main/TheresaScott/ReproducibleResearch.TAScott.handout.pdf

For how long can you remember the exact sequence 
of  clicks you made to get your results?



Nightmare Part 2

When you go to your project folder to run the
additional analysis, you find multiple data files, multiple
analysis files, & multiple results files. You can’t 
remember which ones are pertinent.
http://biostat.mc.vanderbilt.edu/wiki/pub/Main/TheresaScott/ReproducibleResearch.TAScott.handout.pdf

For how long can you remember what exactly 
is in which file?



Nightmare Part 3

You’ve just spent the week running your analysis
& creating a results report (including tables & graphs) 
to present to your collaborators. You then receive an
email from your PI asking you to regenerate the report 
based on a subset of  the original data set & including
an additional set of  analyses – she would like it by
tomorrow’s meeting.
http://biostat.mc.vanderbilt.edu/wiki/pub/Main/TheresaScott/ReproducibleResearch.TAScott.handout.pdf

Re-clicking is no fun!



Nightmare Part 4

Finally you have submitted your manuscript. 
The reviewers are positive but require that you 
compare your analysis to one that uses the method 
of  Liquet et al (Bioinformatics 2015)

Good luck with doing that in excel!





A Nightmare (only for decent people)

Your paper is published and widely acknowledged. 
You receive an email from a colleague who wants to 
run your computational analysis on her own data. 
She asks for instructions and help.  

What do you give her?



My project is small. I can easily keep 
track of the few analysis steps in my 
head. Essentially, I only computed one 
p-value per gene



You did more …

Original Data File

Cleaned Data 1

Cleaned Data 2

Cleaned Data 3

Cleaned Data 4

Cleaned Data 5

Cleaned Data 4

You corrected some data entry errors

You deleted a sample

You deleted all miRNAs You deleted two samples

You included survival data



You write every step into your lab log

What about using an 
R-file as your lab log

You can rerun R-files









Computation is not my 
scientific focus. I will 
not use it frequently. I 
am a wet lab person





NEXT

First Steps in R



Questions
?


